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In Marriage as Punishment, Professor Melissa Murray reads marriage against its more mainstream grain: Rather than classifying marriage as a public and/or private good, Murray uses the history of the law of seduction to reveal a darker side of marriage. Through a careful reading of this history, she illustrates some of the ways in which marriage intersected with criminal law, and as her title suggests, served as a form of punishment. It is a fascinating study of one of the many ways that law channeled sex into marriage—through the specificity of nineteenth-century seduction laws—producing marriage as the only site of approved sexual activity.

Professor Murray then shifts her analysis to more contemporary legal discourses of marriage, which she approaches through the lens of marriage-as-punishment. She begins by revisiting familiar jurisprudential terrain: Skinner, Zablocki, and Turner. But in each, she finds a darker side of marriage, a subtext of marriage as a form of disciplinary governance, particularly in relation to appropriate sexual norms and behavior. Murray then alights on Lawrence and the ensuing debates around same-sex marriage, arguing again that marriage may not—or may not only—be the public and private good that it is cracked up to be, but rather a site of sexual discipline and governance shaping good sexual citizenship.

Marriage as Punishment is yet another illustration of the intersections of
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criminal and family law, a theme central to Professor Murray’s scholarship. The piece demonstrates and deconstructs the artificial dichotomies created by law’s disciplinary boundaries: public/private, criminal/family, and status/contract. Professor Murray instead reveals the ways in which different forms of regulation have shaped the intimate sphere and the contours of appropriate sexual citizenship. *Marriage as Punishment* is consistent with an emerging body of scholarship seeking to strike at the heart of family law’s claim to exceptionalism and reveal the multiple and overlapping forms of regulation that constitute marriage, family, and the intimate sphere.

In this Response, I explore the ways in which Murray has framed marriage as punishment, but also as discipline, as governance, and as state sexual regulation. I first contrast the governance and disciplinary role of marriage against Murray’s marriage-as-punishment lens and then critically engage with Murray’s take on marriage-as-comprehensive-sexual-regulation.

### I. MARRIAGE AS GOVERNANCE?

While the marriage-as-punishment lens is compelling in the history of seduction, its connection to more contemporary legal developments is less than seamless. The analysis of contemporary legal discourses on marriage—*Skinner*, *Zalbocki*, *Turner*, and the same-sex marriage debates following on the heels of *Lawrence*—is less about marriage-as-punishment and more about marriage-as-governance. Indeed, I would suggest that it is in fact the idea of marriage-as-governance that better unites the first and second parts of Professor Murray’s Article, although it admittedly would have provided a less catchy title. At the same time, I suggest some potential directions for using “marriage-as-punishment” in analyzing at least some contemporary legal discourses on marriage.

#### A. Marriage as Discipline?

Consistent with this notion of marriage-as-governance, there are ways in which the Article comes perilously close to conflating punishment with discipline. Professor Murray locates the law of seduction and the idea of marriage-as-punishment in the context of a shifting understanding of punishment in the nineteenth century. Drawing heavily on the work of Foucault, she sketches the emerging understanding of punishment as the inculcation of self-discipline. It is perhaps here that the subtle slippage occurs.

Murray writes, “the penitentiary was not the only means of cultivating
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discipline. Indeed, it was expressly understood as a last-resort alternative to the institution seen as the principal source of discipline and order—*the family*.

This is true enough; however, the discipline occurring within the family was not punishment but governance through discipline. While punishment was coming to look more like discipline, the converse was not necessarily the case. The discipline occurring in the family was not coming to look more like punishment. Professor Murray does not say that it was, and in fact, explicitly recognizes the distinction, arguing that she is not “conflat[ing] discipline with punishment; they are obviously distinct.”

Yet, there is a disjuncture here between marriage-as-punishment in the law of seduction and marriage-as-discipline in the contemporary moment. I would argue that one of the most compelling aspects of her Article is precisely the way she illustrates the actual convergence and mutually constituting roles of criminal law and marriage, where marriage was actually a substitution for criminal incarceration. Marriage really was operating as a form of punishment within a shifting understanding of punishment-as-discipline. But, in the shift to the contemporary discourses of marriage, the lens of punishment is less effective.

In contemporary legal regulation, marriage is much more explicitly about discipline—specifically about the technologies of self-regulation—rather than about state punishment. Indeed, Professor Murray largely shifts her own analytic language to that of discipline, and the cases she examines are not illustrations of marriage-as-punishment, but rather, of marriage as a site of discipline. She admits as much, writing that “while marriage is not considered punishment today, it continues to be a disciplining institution of critical importance to the state’s project of constructing a disciplined citizenry.”

This brings me back to my point that the flow between the past and present in the Article is not as seamless as it might have been had Professor Murray focused more on marriage-as-governance and less on marriage-as-punishment as the overarching analytic theme, thereby uniting past and present. It would similarly advance Professor Murray’s objective of revealing the darker side of marriage, without gesturing toward a stretching of the meaning of punishment in the contemporary regulatory moment.

**B. Discipline as Punishment?**

Nonetheless, Professor Murray’s close reading of seduction sets the stage for rendering visible the many ways in which marriage operates as a form of disciplinary governance. Her analysis implicates the same-sex marriage cases and the paradoxical discourse of responsible procreation. Indeed, this might
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be a case study in which discipline actually does begin to flow back to a more punitive model. In the writings of some social conservatives—as picked up by some courts—marriage is defended as necessary for responsible procreation because it is the mechanism for making men stay at home and care for children. While it is not as explicit as the seduction laws—where marriage was literally an alternative for incarceration—this is a way in which marriage operates as punishment for sex outside of marriage.

Another area of disciplinary regulation through marriage that comes perhaps a bit closer to the coercive history of marriage-as-punishment is arguably found in contemporary welfare regimes. Welfare law—since the Clinton-era Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Act—has placed a renewed emphasis on the redemptive nature of marriage. With the healthy marriage initiatives of the early 2000s, marriage was promoted as a way out of poverty and welfare dependency. While the official emphasis of these
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14. The high water mark of this reasoning is seen in the oft-quoted passage from Judge Cordy’s dissenting opinion in Goodridge v. Dep’t of Pub. Health:

   Whereas the relationship between mother and child is demonstratively and predictably created and recognizable through the biological process of pregnancy and childbirth, there is no corresponding process for creating a relationship between father and child . . . . The institution of marriage fills this void by formally binding the husband-father to his wife and child, and imposing on him the responsibilities of fatherhood. The alternative . . . would be chaotic.

798 N.E.2d 941, 995–96 (Mass. 2003) (Cordy, J., dissenting). Other courts have adopted this responsible procreation argument. See, e.g., Morrison v. Sandler, 821 N.E.2d 15, 24–25 (Ind. Ct. App. 2005) (noting that marriage “encourages opposite-sex couples who, by definition, are the only type of couples that can reproduce on their own by engaging in sex with little or no contemplation of the consequences that might result, i.e. a child, to procreate responsibly”). On the responsible procreation argument, see generally Julie A. Nice, The Descent of Responsible Procreation: A Genealogy of a New Ideology, 45 Loy. L.A. L. Rev. 781 (2012).


Gavanas quotes from a range of leading social conservatives in “The Fatherhood Responsibility Movement,” such as David Popenoe, Wade Horn, and David Blankenhorn on the importance of marriage to civilize and control men’s sexuality and bind men to their children. For examples of these arguments, see generally David Blankenhorn, Fatherless America: Confronting Our Most Urgent Social Problem (1995) (discussing various archetypes of fathers and loss of father ideal); David Popenoe, Life Without Father (1996) (describing effects of fatherless household on family and on American society).


programs is on voluntary participation, the coercive nature of welfare regimes hovers. In some states, marriage promotion programs incentivize marriage by either threatening to withhold welfare benefits from those who are not married and/or providing more benefits for those who do marry. While marriage here is clearly disciplinary in nature, seeking to remake welfare recipients and their inappropriate sexual conduct in the image of marital sexual citizenship, there is perhaps also fodder for a marriage-as-punishment lens. Marriage might here be seen as a substitute for more punitive consequences of welfare regimes. As a result, these coercive marriage promotion programs might even be viewed through the lens of marriage-as-punishment, where marriage becomes in essence a “punishment” for poverty.

A third area where the marriage-as-punishment lens might still cast a shadow over the present is in relation to divorce and collusion. Fault-based divorce regimes always have a retributive justice dimension: The relief of marriage termination is awarded to the innocent party against the guilty party. Accordingly, divorce could be refused if the parties engage in collusion, that is, agree to commit or appear to have committed the act that qualifies for the fault-based divorce. The penalty for collusion is to deny the divorce; the couple is guilty of trying to undermine the administration of justice, and accordingly, their punishment is that they must stay married. Admittedly, these fault-based divorce regimes have their genesis in the nineteenth century.


21. See, e.g., Ga. Code Ann., § 19-5-4 (“(a) No divorce shall be granted under the following circumstances: (1) The adultery, desertion, cruel treatment, or intoxication complained of was occasioned by the collusion of the parties, with the intention of causing a divorce.”).
and most contemporary legal regimes now include no-fault options as well. However, collusion remains alive and may continue to operate in contemporary contexts like immigration marriages and marriage fraud. Accordingly, punishment may then continue to have some analytic traction in at least some areas of marriage regulation.

II. MARRIAGE AS COMPREHENSIVE SEXUAL REGULATION?

My second critical engagement relates to Professor Murray’s claim of “the totality of state regulation of sex and sexuality.” While I am fully sympathetic to Murray’s project of demonstrating law’s role in disciplining and regulating sex in marriage, I worry somewhat about both the claim to totality and Professor Murray’s subsequent appeal to the law. In the context of the nineteenth century, she writes that there was “little space for sex outside the rubrics of marriage and crime, and no refuge from state regulation of sex.” It is perhaps because of Murray’s claim to “totality” and “no refuge” that I cannot help but interject a little bit more Foucault. Eve Sedgwick once explained that most attempts to deploy Foucault’s repression hypothesis have gotten it exactly wrong. There is, I think, a tendency to overemphasize the role of law in the repression of sex and sexuality, to see no space outside of law for sex, to underplay the possibility of resistance, and the proliferation of sexual discourses—which was Foucault’s point. Professor Murray may be
slightly and unnecessarily overstating the case of the totality (which admittedly should not be conflated with the totalizing) of legal regulation and the absence of an “outside.” Channeling sex into marriage, through discipline and punishment, is itself part of the proliferation of the sexual discourse of the nineteenth century, as is the disciplinary governance of sexuality in marriage in the early twenty-first century.

Conversely, I also wonder about Professor Murray’s argument for the role of law in promoting the interstitial space of sexual liberty in the present. Professor Murray joins in the chorus of those feminist and queer scholars who are critical of marriage and the disciplinary nature of same-sex marriage in particular. Normatively, she is arguing for an expansion of this interstitial space, where sexual liberty can be untethered from marriage. It is a normative vision with which I wholeheartedly agree. Yet, there is an odd moment in this argument, in which Professor Murray appears to argue for more rather than less law, admittedly in a different guise: “What is needed is for law to step into the space between marriage and crime created by Lawrence and reclaim it as a refuge from the disciplinary domains of the state.” There is an unusual distinction drawn here between the law and the state, as the disciplinary domains of the state undoubtedly include law. Perhaps, here, “the state” really means legislative regulation and the role of law is one of restricting the ability of governments to regulate these intimate spheres. Pushing back on the legitimate area of government regulation—particularly criminal regulation through rights to sexual liberty—is a worthy political and normative project.

However, this space between marriage and crime is hardly unregulated, nor is it a refuge from disciplinary domains. Professor Murray is aware of this dilemma, recognizing that there is “no outside of law” and no space in which there is “[a] complete absence of law.” Rather, she argues for the prospect of “less thick legal regulation,” not the avoidance of regulation when regulation exists. Murray even makes a stronger claim: Law in this attenuated form might be able to mute emerging norms of cultural self-discipline. It is an intriguing claim. But, I remain a bit more Foucauldian in my suspicion of law’s ability to deliver spaces of sexual freedom; I am inclined instead to think of such spaces as accidental spin-offs of the very discourses seeking to discipline sexuality.

After Sex? On Writing Since Queer Theory 283 (Janet Halley & Andrew Parker eds., 2011). Halley and Parker succinctly describe Sedgwick’s critique: “Sedgwick argues that Foucault himself failed to elaborate any of his utopian hunches, and that queer theory—which she sees as almost completely dedicated to reproducing this failure—entrenches and solidifies (better said, perhaps, symptomatizes) the repressive hypothesis in every purported denunciation of it.” After Sex? On Writing Since Queer Theory 10 (Janet Halley & Andrew Parker eds., 2011).
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III. Conclusion

My criticisms aside, *Marriage as Punishment* is a powerful piece, marking ways in which marriage has and continues to operate as a form of disciplinary governance. Professor Murray’s work sits at the cutting edge of a new generation of “family law” scholarship. Like the critical scholarship of an earlier generation, Murray sees law as constitutive of the subjects it seeks to regulate; but moving beyond those earlier critical moves, Murray also sees these subjects as self-regulating through the discourses of law. The piece refuses the traditional disciplinary categories of legal scholarship. It reads closely and carefully against the grain to produce a richly textured analysis of the multiple layers of law’s regulation. Marriage law, it turns out, is both more and less criminal, both more and less coercive, than it might appear at first or even second glance.
